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The present invention relates to an arti?cial suede-like 
body and method of making the same, and more particu 
larly to a gas-permeable suede-like body. 
The present invention is a continuation-in-part of my 

copending application, Serial Number 435,375, ?led June 
8, 1954, entitled “Process of Producing Suede-Like 
Plastic,” and now abandoned. 

Plastic materials such as polyvinylchloride, natural rub 
bet, and arti?cial rubber have for many years been used 
in the manufacture of arti?cial leather, i.e., plastic sheets 
having the appearance and characteristics of leather. 

Arti?cial leather by virtue of its pliability, resistance 
to wear, insulation properties, resistance to abrasion, and 
stability even after prolonged use, is suitable for the pro 
duction of shoes and clothing of all types and all other 
uses for which leather goods are commonly used. 

In order to give arti?cial leather the outward appear 
ance of natural leather and especially of suede, it is neces 
sary to roughen the surface of the plastic material used 
as arti?cial leather. Various methods for roughening 
the surface of the plastic sheet have been used, however, 
great dif?culties were encountered in roughing the sur 
face of the plastic sheet in such a way that close simi 
larity to suede is achieved. 

It has then also been found that a major disadvantage 
of arti?cial leathers made of plastic sheets rests in the 
fact that these sheets are generally impermeable ‘for gases 
and vapors. A person wearing a piece of clothing ap 
parel made of conventional arti?cial leather will thus 
upon prolonged wearing or physical exertion be incon 
venienced by the lack of passage of air through the gar 
ment and the consequent accumulation of body heat and 
humidity. In other words, arti?cial leather-like garments 
of plastic material do not “breathe” like woven textile 
fabrics or natural’ leather. 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
overcome the aforementioned disadvantages of arti?cial 
leather-like products. , 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a product and a process for making the same which 
has the appearance of suede and which is gas and vapor 
permeable. ‘ 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide a product and a process for making the same which 
has the appearance of arti?cial leather, which “breathes,” 
and which may be obtained in any desired thickness and 
strength. 

Other objects and advantages of the present invention 
will be apparent from a further reading of the description 
and of the appended claims. 
With the above objects in view, the present invention 

mainly consists in an arti?cial leather-like, gas-permeable, 
body having the appearance of suede, comprising in 
combination, a gas-permeable carrier sheet, and ?rmly 
adhering to the surface thereof a layer of solid plastic 
formed with a plurality of gas channels extending from 
the free surface of the plastic layer to the carrier sheet, 
the ‘free surface of the plastic layer being roughened. 
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The present invention also consists in a method of pro 

ducing an arti?cial leather having the appearance of 
suede and being gas-permeable, comprising the steps of 
forming on a support a liquid layer of plastic adapted 
to be solidi?ed to an arti?cial leather-like plastic, apply 
ing particles of a solid substance insoluble in the plastic 
and soluble in at least one solvent in which the plastic 
is not soluble onto the surface of the liquid layer of 
plastic and retaining the plastic in liquid condition until 
a portion of the particles penetrates through the liquid 
layer of plastic and reach the support, solidifying the 
plastic, removing the solidi?ed plastic from the support, 
and washing-out the particles of solid substance ‘with a 
solvent therefor in which the plastic is insoluble, the 
steps of removing the solidi?ed plastic from the support 
and washing-out the particles of solid substance being 
performed in any desired sequence, thereby forming a 
gas-permeable arti?cial suede-like leather. 
The term “plastic” as used in the speci?cation and 

claims is meant to denote those plastic materials which 
are commonly used in the manufacture of arti?cial leather 
and similar products. Many diiferent natural and syn 
thetic resins are utilized for this purpose, all of which 
are well known in the art. It is therefore apparent that 
no more de?nite designation can be given to this group 
of material than the term “plastic” and the present in~ 
vention is not meant to be limited to any speci?c ma 
terial utilized according to the present invention, though 
speci?c substances will be mentioned by way of illus 
tration. 

According to the present invention a gas-permeable 
arti?cial leather of suede-like appearance consists of a 
plastic sheet having minute channels extending through 
the entire thickness thereof and permitting passage of 
gas through the sheet. The minute gas channels are 
formed in accordance with the present invention by apply 
ing to a liquid layer of the plastic particles of a solid sub 
stance such as small crystals of sodium chloride, which 
are insoluble in the plastic. By, for instance, dusting the 
surface of the liquid plastic layer with small salt crystals 
and keeping the plastic layer in liquid condition, it is 
achieved that a portion of the salt crystals penetrates 
deep into the liquid layer and also reaches the supported 
lower surface of the same. It is desirable that the solid 
particles have a size smaller than the thickness of the 
liquid layer so that a plurality of individal particles penc 
trating through the liquid layer will form at random 
bodies of superimposed solid particles extending from the 
free surface of the liquid layer to the supported surface 
thereof. Other particles will not penetrate deeply into 
the layer, partly because they are supported by particles 
which have more deeply penetrated the plastic layer and 
partly because they were applied later and the liquid layer 
started to be solidi?ed before these particles had time to 
deeply penetrate. These other particles will remain par 
tially embedded in the free surface of the plastic layer. 
After the solid particles are distributed in the liquid plastic 
layer as described above, the liquid layer with the particles 
embedded therein, is solidi?ed. The particles are then 
removed ‘from the solidi?ed plastic layer by ‘washing out 
with a solvent in which the particles are soluble and in 
which the plastic layer is insoluble. Preferably, water 
soluble solid particles and a plastic which is not soluble 
in water are used. After thus removing the solid par 
ticles from the solidi?ed plastic layer the same will possess 
gas channels extending throughout its thickness. These 

channels will be located where previously had been 
a plurality of solid particles abutting on each other and 
extending throughout the entire thickness of the plastic 
layer. Furthermore, the free surface of the plastic layer 
will appear roughened because of the great number of 
small cavities formed in the surface portion by washing 
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out the solid particles which were previously embedded 
in the surface. 

Preferably, the plastic layer is formed on, and remains 
?rmly adhering to a gas-permeable carrier sheet such as 
a sheet of textile fabric, felt, ?ber ?eece, paper or the 
like. It is however also within the scope of the present 
invention to form the suede-like plastic layer on a sup 
port from which it is thereafter removed. 

It is also within the scope of the present invention to 
interpose an intermediate gas-permeable layer between a 
gas-permeable carrier layer and the plastic surface layer 
having the appearance of suede. This intermediate layer 
may be formed and adhered to the carrier layer in various 
ways. It may for ‘instance comprise a plastic layer which 
has been made gas-permeable by stretching, perforating, 
the use of gas-forming chemicals and the like. 
The novel features which are considered as character 

istic for the invention are set forth in particular in the 
appended claims. The invention itself, however, both as 
to its construction and its method of operation, together 
with additional objects and advantages thereof, will be 
best understood from the following description of speci?c 
embodiments when read in connection with the accom 
panying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the product 
of the present invention with the particles of solid sub 
stance still embedded therein; 

Fig. 2 is a schematic cross-sectional view of an embodi 
ment of the product of the present invention; 

Fig. 3 is a schematic cross~sectional view of another 
embodiment of the product of the present invention; 

Fig. 4 is a schematic cross-sectional view of still an 
other embodiment of the product of the present inven 
tion; 

Fig. 5 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a further 
embodiment of the product of the present invention; and 

Fig. 6 is yet another schematic cross-sectional view 
of the product of the present invention. 

Referring now to the drawings and particularly to 
Fig. 1, a plastic layer 1 is shown on ‘a carrier layer or 
support 2. Small particles 3 such as crystals of a solid 
substance which is soluble in a solvent in which plastic 
layer 1 and support 2 are insoluble, have been dusted 
onto the surface of plastic layer 1 while the same was 
in liquid state, and have penetrated through plastic layer 
1 so as to form channels throughout the entire thickness 
of plastic layer 1, which channels are ?lled with the solid 
particles 3. Other solid particles 3 which are shown to 
cover the entire free surface of plastic layer 1 have 
roughened the free surface of the plastic layer while the 
same was still in liquid state. 
The crystals or other solid particles 3 preferably have 

a diameter of between ‘0.05 millimeter and 0.35 milli 
meter, while the thickness of the plastic layer 1 is pref 
erably between 0.2 and 1 millimeter. Preferably the 
diameter of the solid particles 3 is smaller than the thick 
ness of plastic layer 1. 

While the dimensions indicated above have been found 
to give excellent results, the present invention is in no 
way limited to these dimensions since, depending on the 
intended use of the product, the thickness of the plastic 
layer and consequently also the size of the solid particles 
may vary over a considerably broader range. However, 
as stated above, the relative size of the solid particles in 
relation to the plastic layer is to be such that the salt 
crystals or the like are to be smaller than the thickness 
of the plastic layer so that a chain of superimposed crys 
tals may be formed in the plastic layer, such as is illus 
trated in Fig. 1. For instance, when using polyvinyl 
chloride to form a plastic layer having a thickness of 
0.4 millimeter, sodium chloride crystals having an edge 
length of between 0.15 and 0.27 millimeter may be used 
as solid particles. 
The application of the solid particles to the liquid 

plastic layer, for instance by dusting sodium chloride 
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4 
crystals onto a liquid layer of polyvinyl chloride is to be 
continued until the crystals which have ?rst been dusted 
upon the plastic layer have penetrated through the same 
and reached the carrier sheet or support. Subsequently 
the liquid plastic layer is to be solidi?ed. If the liquid 
plastic layer consists of polyvinylchloride, this can be 
achieved by heating. If other substances are used for 
forming the liquid plastic layer, other suitable measures 
may be taken to solidify the layer, such as evaporating 
a solvent which kept the layer in liquid state, or a chem 
ical reaction adapted to solidify the liquid layer, or a 
suitable combination of these steps. 

After solidi?cation of the plastic layer, the solid par 
ticles are washed out with a solvent in which the plastic 
layer is not soluble, for instance water if sodium chloride 
crystals are to be removed from a layer of polyvinyl 
chloride. The resulting product is shown in Fig. 2. 
The plastic layer 1 has a roughened surface and is formed 
with a plurality of gas channels which extend throughout 
the plastic layer 1 to the gas-permeable carrier sheet 2. 
The embodiment illustrated in Fig. 3 shows on a gas 

permeable carrier sheet 2 an intermediate plastic layer 
4 which has been made gas-permeable by activating a gas 
forming chemical therein, in a way similar to a leavening 
process. Plastic layer 1 having a suede-like surface and 
formed as has been described in detail above, is super 
imposed upon intermediate layer 4. Any desired thick 
ness and strength of the arti?cial leather-like body illus 
trated in Fig. 3 can be obtained by choosing the proper 
material for intermediate layer 4, applying it in the de 
sired thickness, and, if desired forming a plurality of inter 
mediate layers. As clearly shown in Fig. 3, some of the 
channels formed in plastic layer 1 communicate with 
channels extending through the entire thickness of inter 
mediate layer 4, and these channels in intermediate layer 
4 again communicate with the gas-permeable carrier sheet 
2, thus making the entire laminated body gas-permeable. 
Not all of the channels formed in intermediate layer 4 
extend through the entire thickness thereof. The distribu 
tion and diameter of the channels extending throughout 
intermediate layer 4 can be controlled by the type, quan 
tity ‘and reaction conditions of the gas-forming substance 
therein and thereby the porosity and gas permeability of 
the entire body can be adjusted as desired. Instead of 
using gas-forming chemicals in a plastic substance, the 
intermediate layer 4 can also be made by applying and 
forming a foam plastic on the carrier sheet. 
The embodiment illustrated in Fig. 4 shows superim 

posed on the carrier sheet 2 an intermediate layer 4 which 
has been made gas-permeable by perforation. Suede 
like plastic layer 1 has then been formed on intermediate 
layer 4 as described above relative to Figs. 1 and 2. Again 
some of the gas channels formed in suede-like plastic 
layer 1 communicate with some of the perforations in 
intermediate layer 4, and these perforations communicate 
with gas-permeable portions of carrier sheet 2, thus mak 
ing the entire arti?cial leather~like laminated body gas 
permeable. 

According to the embodiment of the present invention 
which is shown in Fig. 5, the intermediate layer 4 has 
been made gas-permeable by stretching. Communicat 
ing channels in the suede-like plastic layer 1, the inter 
mediate layer 4 and the carrier sheet 2 provide gas 
permeability of the entire body. 

Fig. 6 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention wherein the carrier layer consists of a textile 
sheet comprising interwoven threads 5, 6. The major 
portion of a surface of the textile sheet is covered with an 
intermediate layer of ?exible plastic material 7. How 
ever, portions 8 of the textile sheet extend outwardly be 
yond the surface of the intermediate layer 7. The inter 
mediate layer 7 is preferably applied in liquid form to 
the textile sheet representing the carrier layer. It may 
then cover the entire surface of the carrier layer. While 
the intermediate layer is still in liquid form, the outer 
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portion of the same is scratched-01f, thereby exposing the 
outwardly extending portions of the textile sheet 8. In 
termediate layer 7 is then solidi?ed. The threads of the 
textile sheet are gas-permeable, while plastic layer 7 may 
not permit the passage of gas. Since portions 8 of the 
textile sheet are not covered by the intermediate layer 7 
it is possible for gas to permeate through the textile 
sheet. Suede-like plastic layer 1 is superimposed‘upon 
the outer surface of intermediate layer 7 and the outer 
surface of the upper portions 8 of the textile sheet. Some 
of the channels formed in plastic layer 1 communicate 
with the gas-permeable outer portions 8 of the textile 
sheet, thus making the entire body gas-permeable. 

So far only polyvinylchloride has been referred to as 
material for the solidi?able plastic layer 1 which gives 
the ?nal product of the present invention a suede-like 
appearance. However, as previously stated the present 
invention is not limited to any speci?c type of plastic 
material. Similarly the intermediate layer or layers 4 
may consist of any suitable plastic material. For instance, 
intermediate layers of polycondensation products formed 
from ‘polyesters of di- or tri-isocyanates containing small 
quantities of water may be formed on a carrier layer or 
support. During the reaction of the polycondensation 
product, carbon dioxide is given-01f and thus an inter 
mediary gas-permeable plastic foam layer is formed. The 
degree of porosity can be controlled by the relative amount 
of water in the reactants. To other plastic materials 
such as butadiene polymers or polycondensate products 
of natural rubber, preferably substances are added which 
upon heating form a gas; As gas~forming substances, 
for instance ammonium- or alkali-carbonates may be em 
ployed. Depending on the desired qualities of the ?nished 
arti?cial leather-like, gas-permeable, coated body of the 
present invention a varying number of gas-permeable in 
termediate layers may be formed. The surface layer is 
then applied to the carrier sheet or to the uppermost inter 
mediate layer in liquid form and is made water-permeable 
by applying thereto particles of a solid substance, solidi 
fying the plastic layer and washing-out the solid particles 
thereby forming gas-permeable channels through the sur 
face layer and also giving its surface a suede-‘like rough 
ened appearance, as has been described in detail further 
above. 

In order to permit penetration of the liquid surface 
layer by the solid particles, it is of course necessary that 
under the conditions of execution of the process the spe 
ci?c ‘gravity of the liquid surface layer is less than the 
speci?c gravity of the solid particles. 

It‘is within the scope of the present invention to treat 
the suede-like laminated body with a hydrophobic agent 
such as a para?in solution or para?in emulsion in order 
to make the coated body impervious to water, or water 
repellent, while maintaining its gas permeability. 
The following examples ‘are given as illustrative only, 

the scope of the invention however not being limited to 
the speci?c examples. 

Example 1 
A textile fabric dyed in the desired color and having a 

weight of about 200 grams per square meter is coated 
with a plasticizer and pigment-containing polyvinylchlo 
ride paste composed of 100 parts of polyvinylchloride, 
75 parts of dioctylphthalate and 10 parts of coloring pig 
ments. 300 grams of this paste are used for coating 1 
square meter of the textile fabric. The thus obtained coat 
ing has a thickness of 0.2-0.3 millimeter. While this 
layer is still in liquid state about 500 grams of sodium 
chloride crystals having an approximate edge length of 
0.15-0.27 millimeter are evenly dusted on each square 
meter of the coating by means of a ?ne-mesh sieve. The 
textile fabric is moved horizontally during this process 
over rollers at such a speed that about 2 minutes are 
available for a portion of the sodium chloride crystals 
to penetrate through the liquid layer of the coating and 
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to reach the surface of the underlying textile fabric. 
Thereafter the coated fabric passes through a heating 
channel in which it is kept for about 4 minutes at a 
temperature of about 165° C. The thus-formed coated 
sheet is then cooled by being conducted around a water 
cooled drum, and then wound-up. The sodium chloride 
is thereafter washed-out in a dyeing jigger through which 
the coated body passes under continuous renewal of wash 
water of about 80° C., for the length of time required 
for completely washing-out the sodium chloride, that is 
until the spent wash water is found to be free of sodium 
chloride. The thus produced arti?cial leather-like body 
is then dried at about 100° C. and thereafter, if desired, 
buffed with emery rollers. 
The thus-obtained arti?cial leather of suededlike ap 

pearance has an air permeability coe?icient of about 450‘ 
as measured with the apparatus according to Professor 
Bergrnann. 

Example 2 

A textile fabric dyed in the desired color having a 
weight of about 200 grams per square meter is coated 
with a plasticizer and pigment-containing polyvinylchlo 
ride paste comprising 100 parts of polyvinylchloride, 75 
parts of dioctylphthalate and 10 parts of iron oxide red. 
About 100 grams are used for coating 1 square meter 
and a coating having a thickness of about 0.07 millimeter 
is thus formed. The coated fabric then passes with a 
speed of about 6 meters per minute through a heating 
channel having a length of about 9‘ meters and being 
heated at 160° C. After leaving the heating channel, 
the coated fabric is cooled over a water-cooled drum 
and wound-up. Subsequently the coated fabric passes 
through a perforating machine in which holes of 0.5 
millimeter diameter are stamped into the coated fabric. 
The distribution of holes is such that per square centi 
meter of the coated fabric 9 holes are made. The coated 
fabric which has thus been made gas-permeable is then 
coated on top of the previously formed coated layer with 
300 grams per square meter of the above-described poly 
vinylchloride paste and thereby a second coated layerv 
having a thickness of 0.2e0.3 millimeter is formed. While 
this second coated layer is still in liquid state, sodium 
chloride crystals are dusted onto it, similarly as described 
in Example 1. After allowing 2 minutes for the sodium 
chloride crystals to penetrate in part through the still liquid 
second coated layer and to reach the surface of the solid, 
perforated coated layer, the coated sheet is heated for 4 
minutes to 165° C. in a heating channel and thereby the 
second coating layer is solidi?ed. The coated sheet is 
then cooled, the sodium chloride is washed out, the thus 
formed gas-permeable coated arti?cial leather of suede 
like appearance is dried and, if desired, buffed as de 
scribed in more detail in Example 1. 

It will be understood that each of the elements described 
above, or two or more together, may also ?nd a useful 
application in other types of coated bodies differing from 
the types described above. 

While the invention has been illustrated and described 
as embodied in an arti?cial leather-like gas-permeable 
coated body having the appearance of suede, it is not 
intended to be limited to the details shown, since various 
modi?cations and structural changes may be made with 
out departing in any way from the spirit of the present 
invention. 

Without further analysis, the foregoing will so fully 
reveal the gist of the present invention that others can 
by applying current knowledge readily adapt it for various 
applications without omitting features that, from the 
standpoint of prior art, fairly constitute essential charac 
teristics of the generic or speci?c aspects of this inven 
tion and, therefore, such adaptations should and are in 
tended to be comprehended within the meaning and rang 
of equivalence of the following claims. a 
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What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 
Letters Patent is: 

1. A method of producing an arti?cial leather having 
the appearance of suede and being gas-permeable, com 
prising the steps of forming on the surface of a gas 
permeable carrier sheet a liquid layer of predetermined 
thickness of a homogeneous plastic adapted to be solidi 
?ed to an arti?cial leather-like plastic; dusting particles 
of a solid substance having a largest diameter smaller 
than said predetermined thickness and being insoluble in 
said plastic and soluble in at least one solvent in which 
said plastic is not soluble onto the surface of said liquid 
layer of plastic, said dusting being continued and said 
plastic being retained in liquid condition until the dusted 
particles cover the entire free surface of said liquid layer 
and until the particles which have ?rst been dusted upon 
said layer have penetrated through the same and have 
reached said carrier sheet so that some of said particles 
form within said liquid layer continuous columns extend 
ing through the entire thickness of said layer; solidifying 
said plastic; and washing out said particles of solid sub 
stances from the surface and from within said layer of 
solidi?ed plastic with a solvent therefor in which said 
plastic is insoluble, thereby forming a gas-permeable arti 
?cial suede-like leather. 

2. A method of producing an arti?cial leather having 
the appearance of suede and being gas-permeable, com 
prising the steps of forming on the surface of a gas 
permeable carrier sheet a liquid layer of predetermined 
thickness of a homogeneous plastic adapted to be solidi 
?ed to an arti?cial leather-like plastic; dusting crystals 
having a largest diameter smaller than said predetermined 
thickness and being insoluble in said plastic and soluble 
in at least one solvent in which said plastic is not soluble 
onto the surface of said liquid layer of plastic, said dusting 
being continued and said plastic being retained in liquid 
condition until the dusted crystals cover the entire free 
surface of said liquid layer and until the crystals which 
have ?rst been dusted upon said layer have penetrated 
through the same and have reached said carrier sheet so 
that some of said crystals form within said liquid layer 
continuous columns extending through the entire thickness 
of said layer; solidifying said plastic; and washing out 
said crystals from the surface and from within said layer 
of solidi?ed plastic with a solvent therefor in which said 
plastic is insoluble, thereby forming a gas-permeable arti 
?cial suede-like leather. 

3. A method of producing an arti?cial leather having 
the appearance of suede and being gas-permeable, com 
prising the steps of forming on the surface of a gas 
permeable carrier sheet a liquid layer of predetermined 
thickness of a homogeneous plastic adapted to be solidi 
?ed to an arti?cial leather-like plastic and being insoluble 
in water; dusting particles of sodium chloride having a 
largest diameter smaller than said predetermined thickness 
onto the surface of said liquid layer of plastic, said dust 
ing being continued and said plastic being retained in 
liquid condition until the dusted sodium chloride particles 
cover the entire free surface of said liquid layer and 
until the sodium chloride particles which have ?rst been 
dusted upon said layer have penetrated through the same 
and have reached said carrier sheet so that some of said 
sodium chloride particles form within said liquid layer 
continuous columns extending through the entire thickness 
of said layer; solidifying said plastic; and washing out 
said particles of sodium chloride with water from the 
surface and from within said layer of solidi?ed plastic, 
thereby forming a gas-permeable arti?cial suede-like 
leather. 

4. A method of producing an arti?cial leather having 
the appearance of suede and being gas-permeable, com 
prising the steps of forming on the surface of a gas 
permeable carrier sheet a liquid polyvinylchloride layer 
of predetermined thickness, dusting particles of sodium 
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8 
chloride having a largest diameter smaller than said 
predetermined thickness onto the surface of said liquid 
layer of polyvinylchloride, said dusting being continued 
and said plastic being retained in liquid condition until 
the dusted sodium chloride particles cover the entire free 
surface of said liquid layer and until the sodium chloride 
particles which have ?rst been dusted upon said layer 
have penetrated through the same and have reached said 
carrier sheet so that some of said sodium chloride par 
ticles form within said liquid layer continuous columns 
extending through the entire thickness of said layer; solidi 
fying said polyvinylchloride; and washing out said par 
ticles of sodium chloride with water from the surface 
and from within said layer of solidi?ed plastic, thereby 
forming a gas-permeable arti?cial suede-like leather. 

5. A method of producing an arti?cial leather having 
the appearance of suede and being gas-permeable, com 
prising the steps of forming on the surface of a gas 
permeable carrier sheet a liquid layer having a thickness 
of approximately between 0.2 millimeter and 1 millimeter 
of a homogeneous plastic adapted to be solidi?ed to an 
arti?cial leather-like plastic; dusting particles of a solid 
substance having a diameter smaller than the thickness 
of said liquid layer and being between 0.05 millimeter 
and 0.35 millimeter, said particles being insoluble in said 
plastic and soluble in at least one solvent in which said 
plastic is not soluble onto the surface of said liquid 
layer of plastic, said dusting being continued and said 
plastic being retained in liquid condition until the dusted 
particles cover the entire free surface of said liquid layer 
and until the particles which have ?rst been dusted upon 
said layer have penetrated through the same and have 
reached said carrier sheet so that some of said particles 
form within said liquid layer continuous columns extend 
ing through the entire thickness of said layer; solidifying 
said plastic; and washing out said particles of solid sub 
stance with a solvent therefor in which said plastic is in 
soluble from the surface and from within said layer of 
solidi?ed plastic, thereby forming a gas-permeable arti? 
cial suede-like leather. 

6. A method of producing an arti?cial leather having 
the appearance of suede and being gas-permeable, com 
prising the steps of forming on the surface of a gas 
permeable carrier sheet a liquid layer having a thickness 
of about between 0.2 millimeter and l millimeter of a 
homogeneous plastic adapted to be solidi?ed to an arti? 
cial leather-like plastic and being insoluble in Water; dust 
ing sodium chloride crystals having an edge length of 
between 0.15 and 0.27 millimeter and being insoluble in 
said plastic onto the surface of said liquid layer of 
plastic, said dusting being continued and said plastic being 
retained in liquid condition until the dusted sodium chlo 
ride particles cover the entire free surface of said liquid 
layer and until the sodium chloride particles which have 
?rst been dusted upon said layer have penetrated through 
the same and have reached said carrier sheet so that 
some of said sodium chloride particles form within said 
liquid layer continuous columns extending through the 
entire thickness of said layer; solidifying said plastic; 
and washing out said sodium chloride crystals with water 
from the surface and from within said layer of solidi?ed 
plastic, thereby forming a gas-permeable arti?cial suede 
like leather. 

7. A method of producing an arti?cial leather having 
the appearance of suede and being gas-permeable, com 
prising the steps of forming on the surface of a gas 
permeable carrier sheet an intermediate layer of a gas 
permeable ?exible material; forming on the free surface 
of said intermediate layer a liquid layer of predetermined 
thickness of a homogeneous plastic adapted to be solidi 
?ed to an arti?cial leather-like plastic; dusting particles 
of a solid substance having a largest diameter smaller 
than said predetermined thickness and being insoluble in 
said plastic and soluble in at least one solvent in which 
said plastic is not soluble onto the surface of said 
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liquid layer of plastic, said dusting being continued and 
said. plastic being retained in liquid condition until‘the 
dusted particles cover the entire free surface of said liquid 
layer and until the particles which have ?rst been dusted 
upon said layer have penetrated through the same and 
have reached said carrier sheet so that some of said 
particles form within said liquid layer continuous col 
umns extending through the entire thickness of said 
layer; solidifying said plastic; and washing out said 
particles of solidsubstance with a solvent therefor in 
which said plastic is insoluble from the surface and from 
within said layer of solidi?ed plastic, thereby forming 
a gas-permeable arti?cial suede-like leather. 

8. A method of producing an arti?cial leather having 
the appearance of suede and being gaslpermeable, com 
prising the steps of forming on at least one side of a 
textile sheet consisting of gas-permeable interwoven 
threads and having portions de?ning an outermost sur 
face of said sheet an intermediate layer of ?exible mate 
rial having an outer surface located inwardly of said 
outermost surface of said textile sheet so that portions 
of said threads project outwardly from said intermediate 
layer; forming on the free surface of said outwardly 
projecting thread portions and of said intermediate layer 
a liquid layer of predetermined thickness of a homo 
geneous plastic adapted to be solidi?ed to an arti?cial 
leather-like plastic; dusting particles of a solid substance 
having a largest diameter smaller than said predetermined 
thickness and being insoluble in said plastic and soluble 
in at least one solvent in which said plastic is not soluble 
onto the surface of said liquid layer of plastic, said dust 
ing being continued and said plastic being retained in 
liquid condition until the dusted particles cover the 
entire free surface of said liquid layer and until the 
particles which have ?rst been dusted upon said layer 
have penetrated through the same and have reached said 
carrier sheet so that some of said particles form within 
said liquid layer continuous columns extending through 
the entire thickness of said layer; solidifying said plastic; 
and washing out said particles of solid substance with a 
solvent therefor in which said plastic is insoluble from 
the surface and from within said layer of solidi?ed plastic, 
thereby forming a gas-permeable arti?cial suede-like 
leather. 

9. A method of producing an arti?cial leather having 
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the appearance of suede and being gas-permeable, com- ' 
prising the steps of forming on at least one side of a 
textile sheet consisting of gas-permeable interwoven 
threads and having portions de?ning an outermost sur 
face of said sheet a continuous liquid intermediate layer 
of ?exible material adapted to be solidi?ed and having 
a free surface located outwardly of said outermost sur 
face; removing the free surface portion of said liquid 
intermediate layer thereby forming a new outer surface 
of said liquid intermediate layer located inwardly of 
said outermost surface of said textile sheet so that‘ por 
tions of said threads project outwardly from said inter 
mediate layer; solidifying said intermediate layer; form 
ing on the free surface of said outwardly projecting 
thread portions and of said intermediate layer a liquid 
layer of predetermined thickness of a homogeneous 
plastic adapted to be solidi?ed to an arti?cial leather 
like plastic; dusting particles of a solid substance having 
a largest diameter smaller than said predetermined thick 
ness and being insoluble in said plastic and soluble in 
at least one solvent in which said plastic is not soluble 
onto the surface of said liquid layer of plastic, said dust 
ing being continued and said plastic being retained in 
liquid condition until the dusted particles cover the entire 
free surface of said liquid layer and until ,the particles 
which have ?rst been dusted upon said layer have pene 
trated through the same and have reached said carrier 
sheet so that some of said particles ‘form within said liquid 
layer continuous columns extending through the entire 
thickness of said layer; solidifying said plastic; and wash 
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ing out saidparticles of solid substance with a solvent 
therefor in which said plastic is insoluble from the sur 
face and from‘ within said layer of solidi?ed plastic, 
thereby forming a gas~permeable arti?cial suede-like 
leather. " 

10. A method of producing an arti?cial leather having 
the appearance of suede and being gas-permeable, com 
prising the steps of forming on a support a liquid layer 
of predetermined thickness of a homogeneous plastic 
adapted to be solidi?ed to an arti?cial leather-like plastic; 
dusting particles of a solid substance having a largest 
diameter smaller than said predetermined thickness and 
being insoluble in said plastic and soluble in at least one 
solvent in which said plastic is not soluble onto the sur 
face of said liquid layer of plastic, said dusting being 
continued and said plastic being retained in liquid con 
dition until the dusted particles cover the entire free sur 
face of said liquid layer and until the particles which 
have ?rst been dusted upon said layer have penetrated 
through the same and have reached said carrier sheet 
so that some of said particles form within said liquid 
layer continuous columns extending through the entire 
thickness of said layer; solidifying said plastic; removing 
said solidi?ed plastic from said support; and washing out 
said particles of solid substance with a solvent therefor 
in which said plastic is insoluble from the surface and 
from within said layer of solidi?ed plastic, said steps of 
removing the solidi?ed plastic from said support and 
washing-out the particles of solid substance being per 
formed in any desired sequence, thereby forming a gas 
permeable arti?cial suede-like leather. 

11. A method of producing an arti?cial leather having 
the appearance of suede and being gas-permeable, com 
prising the steps of forming on a support a liquid layer 
of predetermined thicknesses of a homogeneous plastic 
adapted to be solidi?ed to an arti?cial leather-like plastic; 
dusting particles of a solid substance having a largest 
diameter smaller than said predetermined thickness and 
being insoluble in said plastic and soluble in at least one 
solvent in which said plastic is not soluble onto the 
surface of said liquid layer of plastic, said dusting being 
continued and said plastic being retained in liquid condi 
tion until the dusted particles cover the entire free sur 
face of said liquid layer and until the particles which 
have ?rst been dusted upon said layer have penetrated 
through the same and have reached said carrier sheet so 
that some of said particles form- within said liquid layer 
continuous columns extending through the entire thick 
ness of said layer; solidifying said plastic; removing said 
solidi?ed plastic from said support; washing-out said 
particles of solid substance with a solvent therefor in 
‘which said plastic is insoluble from the surface and from, 
within said layer of solidi?ed plastic, said steps of re 
moving the solidi?ed plastic from said support and wash 
ing~out the particles of solid substance being performed 
in any desired sequence, thereby forming a gas-permeable 
arti?cial suede-‘like leather having a roughened surface; 
and buifing said roughened surface of said arti?cial 
leather so as to partially smoothen the surface thereof. 

12. A method of producing an arti?cial leather having 
the appearance of suede and being gas-permeable, com 
prising the steps of forming on the surface of a gas 
permeable carrier sheet a liquid layer of predetermined 
thickness of a homogeneous plastic adapted to be solidi 
?ed to an anti?cial leather-like plastic; dusting particles 
of a solid substance having a largest diameter smaller 
than said predetermined thickness and being insoluble 
in said plastic and soluble in at least one solvent in which 
said plastic is not soluble onto the the surface of said liquid 
layer of plastic, said dusting being continued and said 
plastic being retained in liquid condition until the dusted 
particles cover the entire free surface of said liquid layer 
and until the particles which have ?rst been dusted upon 
said layer have penetrated through the same and have 
reached said carrier sheet so that some of said particles 
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form within said liquid layer continuouslcolumnsextend 
ing through the entire thickness of said layer; solidifying 
said plastic; Washing out said particles of solid substance 
with a solvent therefor in which said plastic is insoluble 
from the surface and from within said layer of solidi?ed 
plastic, thereby forming a gas-permeable arti?cial suede 
like leather; and treating said arti?cial leather with a 
hydrophobic agent 50 as to make it water-repellent. 
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